ABSTRACT This paper considers source and relay power allocation for buffer-aided full-duplex (B-FD) relaying network, assuming constant data rate arrivals at the source buffer. Statistical delay constraint is imposed, where the end-to-end queue length is allowed to exceed a pre-defined queue-length threshold with a maximum acceptable queue-length-outage probability. We assume imperfect self-interference (SI) cancelation, where the non-zero residual SI power is modeled to be proportional to the relay transmit power. We investigate two power allocation problems for source arrival rate maximization: 1) B-FD relaying with adaptive power allocation (B-FD-APA) when the instantaneous channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) is available and 2) B-FD relaying with static power allocation (B-FD-SPA) when only the statistical CSIT is available. To solve the problems, we first employ asymptotic delay analysis to transform the statistical delay constraint into more tractable constraints. Then, the optimal solutions are derived using Lagrangian approach. In addition, solutions for various special cases of residual SI and delay constraint are presented. With B-FD-APA, the relay can opportunistically switch between half-duplex (HD) and FD operation modes according to the channel conditions. With B-FD-SPA, the relay always employs FD mode. Numerical results are performed to compare the capacities of the proposed B-FD, non-buffer FD, and bufferaided HD relaying schemes, as well as direct transmission (DT) under various settings, demonstrating the effectiveness of B-FD relaying to support delay-constrained communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, half-duplex (HD) relaying with transmission and reception in different time-slots or frequency-slots to avoid self-interference (SI) has been considered with the concern of low spectral efficiency [1] . Recently, several effective SI mitigation techniques have been developed, based on combinations of antenna, analog, and digital cancellations, e.g., [2] - [4] . Such results promise the potential full-duplex (FD) relaying operation, in which a relay can receive and transmit simultaneously to enhance the relay system spectral efficiency [5] . Earlier works on FD relaying, e.g., [6] - [10] (for one-way relaying) and [11] and [12] (for two-way relaying), assumed the ideal FD case with zero residual SI, which can lead to overestimation of the gains due to FD relaying over HD relaying. The works in [13] - [24] assumed a more practical imperfect SI cancellation with non-zero residual SI, where the residual SI power is assumed to be proportional with parameter β > 0 to the relay transmit power. The parameter β can be used to represent SI cancellation quality. Such model has been validated by experiments in [3] , [4] and is adopted in this work. Furthermore, these works consider non-buffer FD (N-FD) relaying where the relay immediately forwards the received signal. As a result, the end-to-end transmission rates are dominated by the weaker link of the source-relay (S-R) and relaydestination (R-D) links, which can lead to performance degradation under fading environment [14] , [16] . Alternatively, our current work considers buffer-aided FD (B-FD) relaying where the relay can store the received data packets in a buffer (or queue) for future forwarding to the destination. Now, the relay has the flexibility to transmit or not depending on the channel conditions of the R-D link. It can be seen that source and relay power allocation is required to achieve optimal end-to-end performance for B-FD relaying with non-zero residual SI, which is the focus of the current work.
Despite the aforementioned advantages, one challenge in buffer-aided relaying is the introduced random queuing (buffering) delay that can infringe the delay quality-of-service (QoS) requirements in most practical wireless applications [25] . In [26] , buffer-aided HD (B-HD) relaying schemes are developed under the infinite delay assumption or maximum average delay constraint. However, for delay-sensitive wireless applications such as real-time multimedia applications, the key delay QoS requirement is not the average delay, but the bounded delay [27] . In other words, packets have to be delivered at the destination within a delay bound to be useful. Because of the fading nature of wireless channels, deterministic delay bound guarantees usually require high power consumption due to possible deep fades [28] . Fortunately, most multimedia applications including video telephony, and multimedia streaming, etc. can tolerate a certain small probability of delay bound violation. Hence, in order to support multimedia applications, we consider statistical delay constraint, where the (end-toend) queue length (or delay) is allowed to exceed a predefined queue length (or delay, respectively) bound within a maximum acceptable queue-length-outage probability [29] . Under statistical delay constraint, B-HD relaying with fixed link schedule (B-HD-FLS) and B-FD relaying with zero residual SI have been considered in [30] , which analyzed the maximum supportable constant source arrival rate, i.e., the effective capacity, assuming fixed source and relay power allocation. On the other hand, with a more practical assumption of non-zero residual SI in B-FD relaying, our work studies two source and relay power allocation problems for effective capacity maximization, which depend on the availability of the channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT). In particular, we make the following contributions.
1) When the instantaneous CSIT is available, we investigate the B-FD relaying with adaptive power allocation (B-FD-APA) problem. The source and relay powers are adaptively allocated in each frame depending on the channel conditions. In order to handle the statistical delay constraint, we need to know the tail distributions of the source and relay queue lengths, which are not tractable to derive in general. To overcome this difficulty, we assume large delay regime and employ asymptotic delay analysis to transform the delay constraint into constraints on the minimum exponential decay rates (also called delay exponents) of the tail distributions. Next, the relationship between the delay exponents and power allocation variables is derived. Consequently, we obtain a more tractable constrained optimization problem, which can be solved using Lagrangian approach. Depending on the channel conditions, the relay can switch between HD and FD operation modes, i.e., hybrid HD/FD relaying [16] . Moreover, the optimal B-FD-APA solutions for special cases on the delay constraint and SI cancellation parameter β are studied. In particular, for large β and loose delay constraints, B-FD-APA approaches B-HD relaying with adaptive link scheduling (B-HD-ALS) [31] . Moreover, an iterative power allocation algorithm is proposed when the link fading statistics are unknown, which is usually the case in real-life communications.
2) It is known that instantaneous CSIT is not always possible in wireless systems due to CSI feedback complexity from the receivers. Then, the source and relay might not be able to adapt their transmit powers efficiently and need to transmit with fixed powers. On the other hand, statistical CSIT (or link fading statistics) is more accessible than instantaneous CSIT since the duration over which the fading processes are stationary is much longer than the duration of the fades. By exploiting the statistical CSIT, we study the B-FD relaying with static power allocation (B-FD-SPA) problem. The optimal B-FD-SPA solution is derived taking into account the fading statistics, SI cancellation parameter β, as well as the delay constraint. Several properties of the optimal B-FD-SPA solution are investigated. Also, solutions for various special cases on the delay constraint and β are analyzed. Under B-FD-SPA, the relay always employs FD relaying mode.
3) To investigate the potential benefits of B-FD relaying over N-FD relaying, we also study two power allocation problems in N-FD relaying under statistical delay constraint: 1) N-FD relaying with adaptive power allocation (N-FD-APA) when instantaneous CSIT is available; 2) N-FD relaying with static power allocation (N-FD-SPA) when only statistical CSIT is available. The solutions for both problems are derived.
4) Illustrative examples are performed to compare the performances of the relaying schemes under different SI cancellation parameter β, total power constraint, as well as delay constraint. The performance of direct transmission (DT) scheme is also investigated. Our main observations can be summarized as follows:
• Compared with B-HD relaying, with instantaneous CSIT, B-FD relaying offers better performance, unless under sufficiently stringent delay constraints and for sufficiently large β, i.e., bad SI cancellation. For small β, except under stringent delay constraints, B-FD relaying can provide significant gains. For large β, and under loose delay constraints, B-FD relaying approaches B-HD relaying. With only statistical CSIT, B-FD relaying is more beneficial than B-HD relaying for sufficiently small β, i.e., good SI cancellation.
• Compared with N-FD relaying, B-FD relaying achieves better performance under similar CSIT availability assumption.
• Compared with DT mode, B-FD relaying (for given β) is more spectrum-efficient except when the direct S-D link power becomes too strong.
• The capacity gains offered by adaptive power allocation over static power allocation in B-FD relaying decrease for smaller β and under more stringent delay constraints. It implies that under good SI cancellation, B-FD-SPA can be preferred to B-FD-APA to eliminate the complexity and costs of instantaneous CSIT feedback. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, B-FD relaying model is presented and the power allocation problems are formulated. Sections III and IV develop the solutions for the B-FD-APA and B-FD-SPA problems, respectively. In Section V, the power allocation problems for N-FD relaying are presented. Illustrative results are presented in Section VI followed by the conclusions in Section VII. Fig. 1 . We assume no direct communications link between the source and destination. Data packets are assumed to arrive at the source buffer with constant rate µ. We consider block-fading channels with fading duration T (in seconds) which is equal to the transmission frame duration, i.e., the instantaneous channel power gains in frame [t] are non-zero. Moreover, in FD relaying, the residual SI is assumed to be zero-mean, additive and Gaussian with the variance proportional to the relay transmit power P 2 [t] as commonly assumed in existing literature [13] , [16] , [20] , i.e., βP 2 [t] represents the residual SI power, and the parameter β ≥ 0 represents the SI cancellation quality. Larger β implies worse SI cancellation performance. In this work, we study two following power allocation schemes for P 1 [t] . The instantaneous signal-to-SI-plus-noise power ratio (SINR) of the S-R link and signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) of the R-D link can be expressed as:
II. B-FD RELAYING WITH STATISTICAL DELAY CONSTRAINT
where the noise power is taken as reference and normalized to 1. It is noted that the path loss (including both transmitter and receiver antenna gains) is also normalized to 1. βP 2 [t] also represents the residual-SI-to-noise ratio (INR). The instantaneous transmission rates of the S-R link and R-D link (in b/s/Hz) are:
Case 2 (Static Power Allocation (B-FD-SPA)): When only statistical CSIT is available, the source and relay might not be able to adapt their transmit powers efficiently. In this case, they should transmit with constant powers over frames, i.e., P 1 [t] = P 1 > 0, and P 2 [t] = P 2 > 0, ∀t. The instantaneous transmission rates of the S-R link and R-D link are:
In (3), it is assumed that the transmission rates are still given by (2) and hence the transmitters employ variable-rate transmission schemes, even though the transmitters do not know the instantaneous CSI [32] , [33] . This can be accomplished by using recently developed rateless codes such as LT (Luby Transform) codes [34] , Raptor codes [35] , which enable the transmitter to adapt its rate to the channel realization without requiring CSIT [36] . In case that such codes attain rates smaller than the rates (2) under practical settings, the following results can be seen as upper bounds for true system performance.
B. QUEUE DYNAMICS
As shown in Fig. 1 , the source utilizes its buffer to store the arriving traffic with constant rate µ. The relay also employs buffer to store the received data from the source before transmitting to the destination. The service processes of the source and the relay queues are, respectively, TBr 1 
where we account for the fact that the maximal number of bits transmitted from the source (or the relay) is limited by the number of bits available in the source (or the relay) buffer and the instantaneous capacity of the S-R link (or the R-D link).
The last term of the second equation represents the actual amount of data arriving at the destination. In this work, we consider the statistical delay constraint in terms of maximum allowable end-to-end queue length Q = Q 1 + Q 2 outage probability, which can be expressed as follows:
for given threshold Q max ∈ (0, ∞) and ζ ∈ (0, 1]. For a given Q max , larger ζ indicates looser delay constraints. As ζ approaches 1, we allow unconstrained queue length (or delay). Also, as ζ approaches 0, outage is not allowed, implying bounded queue length (or delay) guarantee. Different values of Q max , and ζ can be used to model diverse delay QoS requirements for various wireless applications.
In the following, we consider power allocation problems for arrival rate maximization under queue-length-outage constraint (5). For tractability, we transform the queue-lengthoutage constraint (5) into constraints on the arrival rate µ and power allocation variables (i.e., P 1 [t], and P 2 [t] for B-FD-APA or P 1 , and P 2 for B-FD-SPA). In other words, the dependence of µ on the power allocation variables is established to satisfy (5) . In order to do that, in general, we need to know the (tail) distribution of Q as function of µ and power allocation variables, which is very difficult to derive in general. One way to circumvent this problem is to assume large queue length (or delay) region and then employing the asymptotic delay analysis results to analyze the tail distribution of Q [37] . Hence, in the rest of the manuscript, Q max is assumed to be sufficiently large (but finite).
D. STATISTICAL DELAY CONSTRAINT TRANSFORMATION 1) ASYMPTOTIC DELAY ANALYSIS
We first briefly review some background results on asymptotic delay analysis.
Consider a discrete-time stable queue with infinite buffer size and stationary ergodic arrival process a [t] , and service process c[t], t = 1, 2, . . . satisfying the Gartner-Ellis limit, i.e., for all θ ≥ 0, their differential asymptotic logarithmic moment generating functions (LMGFs) a (θ ) and c (θ ) exist. 1 If there exists a unique achieved delay exponent θ a,c > 0 satisfying:
then, for sufficiently large x, we have the following result for the tail distribution of the steady-state queue length Q a,c [38, Th. 2.1]:
Now, consider the buffer-aided relaying network in Fig. 1 with two tandem source and relay queues. Let θ 1 and θ 2 1 For independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes, the LMGFs are computed as:
denote the achieved delay exponents at the source and relay queues, respectively. In [39] , it has been shown that optimal resource allocation should guarantee similar queue length distributions at the source and relay queues, i.e., θ 1 = θ 2 . Moreover, in order to satisfy (5) and support the maximal arrival rate µ, it holds true that:
where W −1 (.) is the Lambert W function's real branch for the range (−∞, −1], and the Lambert W function is the inverse function of Z (W ) = We W .
2) STATISTICAL DELAY CONSTRAINT TRANSFORMATION
We now show how to use the above analysis to transform the statistical delay constraint (5) into constraints on the arrival rate and power allocations. Consider source arrival rate µ. We apply the condition (7) at the source and relay queues. Hence, we can see that the following conditions must be satisfied:
where 1 (θ ) and 2 (θ ) are the LMGFs of the service processes of the source and relay queues, i.e.,:
where r i [t], i = 1, 2 are given by (2) (for B-FD-APA) or (3) (for B-FD-SPA). Also, arv 2 (θ ) is the LMGF of the arrival process at the relay buffer which is the same as the LMGF of the departure process of the source buffer and is given by [38] :
From (10) and (12), we have: arv 2 (θ ) = µTBθ. For notional simplicity, we replace θ 1 , θ 2 by θ tar . From the above analysis, we can see that the delay constraint (5) can be transformed into the following constraints in terms of arrival rate µ and power allocation variables:
In the following, using (13) as the constraint transformation of (5), we formulate the power allocation problems with instantaneous CSIT or statistical CSIT.
E. POWER ALLOCATION IN B-FD RELAYING
With instantaneous CSIT, the B-FD-APA problem to maximize µ can be cast as follows:
where P max is the maximum total transmit power of the source and relay. On the other hand, with only statistical CSIT, the B-FD-SPA problem can be cast as:
Let µ B−FD−APA , and µ B−FD−SPA denote the optimal values of (14) and (15), respectively, which are refereed as the effective capacities of the buffer-aided FD relaying under the corresponding power allocation schemes. Although the source and relay cannot share the power in general, the considered maximum sum power constraint P 1 + P 2 ≤ P max has been considered in literature, e.g., [14] , [40] - [43] for reference/comparison to an equivalent direct S-D with transmit power being the same P max .
We now solve the optimization problems (14) , and (15) in the following sections.
III. B-FD-APA: ADAPTIVE POWER ALLOCATION WITH INSTANTANEOUS CSIT A. B-FD-APA PROBLEM REFORMULATION
Using (11) where r i [t] , i = 1, 2 are given by (2), the first set of constraints in (14) can be explicitly expressed as:
where we denote the (normalized) delay exponent:
Substituting the latter expression in (16) for µ into the objective function, the problem (14) can be equivalently re-written in terms of power allocation variables as:
s.t.:
The effective capacity µ B−FD−APA under a given queuelength-outage constraint set byθ is:
where P * 1 [t] , and P * 2 [t] is the optimal solution of (18) . From the monotonic property of log function, the problem (18) is now equivalent to the following problem:
−θ s.t.:
The equality constraint can be equivalently replaced by the smaller-or-equal inequality constraint. This is because at optimality, the inequality has to be satisfied with equality, otherwise, we can find another feasible solution with smaller objective function value.
B. OPTIMAL B-FD-APA SOLUTION
To solve the constrained optimization problem (20), we employ Lagrangian approach. The (partial) Lagrangian of (20) is given by:
where we have:
where ω ∈ (0, 1) is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the first ≤ inequality constraint in (20) . 2 We can see that, in order to minimize the Lagrangian L in (21), the B-FD-APA solutions P * 1 [t], and P * 2 [t] are found to minimize L[t] in (22) in each frame t, i.e.,:
Moreover, the multiplier ω is determined such that the following relationship holds at optimality:
The following proposition is in order. In the following, we study the optimal B-FD-APA solution under special cases on the delay constraint and SI cancellation parameter β.
C. SPECIAL CASES 1) VERY LOOSE DELAY CONSTRAINTS
When the delay constraint becomes very loose, i.e., ζ → 1 (andθ → 0), omitting the intermediate steps, we can show that the B-FD-APA problem in each frame t can be written as follows:
The multiplier σ ∈ (0, 1) is determined such that:
The problem (25) is similar to the weighted sum-rate maximization problem [45] . We can see that in this case, the optimal B-FD-APA solution ensures equal average (ergodic) rates of the S-R and R-D links.
2) VERY STRINGENT DELAY CONSTRAINTS
Under very stringent delay constraints, i.e., ζ → 0 (andθ → ∞), as seen from (19), the effective capacity µ B−FD−APA approaches 0. It implies that B-FD relaying cannot support applications with very stringent delay constraints over fading channels. This result is not surprising since the delay-limited capacity of fading channels is shown to be zero [44] .
3) ZERO RESIDUAL SI
Under the ideal FD assumption with zero residual SI, i.e., β = 0, by omitting the intermediate steps, similar to (23), we have the following power allocation problem in each frame t:
where ξ ∈ (0, 1) is the multiplier which is determined such that:
It can be seen that the problem (27) is a convex optimization problem by verifying the non-negativeness of the second-order derivative of the objective function. Using Lagrangian approach, we can differentiate the objective function in (27) , and set the resulting equations to zero, and accounting for the non-negativeness of the power allocation solution, we can derive the optimal solution with zero residual SI as:
and
where the multiplier η[t] > 0 is determined such that: [t] . It implies that when the SI cancellation quality is very bad, B-FD-APA approaches B-HD relaying with adaptive link scheduling (B-HD-ALS) [31] . This finding will be demonstrated in the illustrative examples in Section VI.
D. ITERATIVE POWER ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
The optimal B-FD-APA solution depends on the multiplier ω, which satisfies (24) . Numerical approaches can be used to determine ω, which require the fading statistics to be known. When the fading statistics are unknown, which is common in real-life communications, we can utilize the following iterative algorithm. We initialize the multiplier with ω[1] ∈ (0, 1). Then, in transmission frame t = 1, 2, . . ., we carry out the following update:
where [x] b a denotes the projection of x on the interval [a, b] for a ≤ b and ς is some small positive number. The decreasing positive sequence [t] that dictates the convergence speed, satisfies:
The power allocation P * 1 [t], and P * 2 [t] in frame t is computed from (23) using the current estimate ω[t]. The iterative update (32) converges, and satisfies the equality constraint (20) at convergence. The algorithm does not assume any specification on the fading statistics.
IV. B-FD-SPA: STATIC POWER ALLOCATION WITH STATISTICAL CSIT
We recall that implementing B-FD-APA requires instantaneous CSIT. However, in practice, instantaneous CSIT may be unavailable due to high signaling complexity for CSI feedback from the receivers. In such scenario, the source and relay should transmit with constant powers. Moreover, statistical information about the channels, can always be accessible to the transmitters, e.g., statistical CSIT, since the duration over which channel fading processes are stationary is several orders of magnitude longer than the duration of the fades. Exploiting the statistical CSIT, we can optimize source and relay power allocation for source arrival rate maximization, i.e., the B-FD-SPA problem (15) . In the following, we derive the optimal solution of (15) and study its properties.
A. OPTIMAL B-FD-SPA SOLUTION
Consider static source and relay power allocation P 1 , and P 2 , respectively. In the following, for the sake of clarity, we explicitly express the LMGFs of the service processes of the source and relay queues in (11) as functions of (normalized) delay exponent θ , P 1 , and P 2 as follows:
Using the above notations, the B-FD-SPA problem (15) can be re-written as:
µθ log(2) + 2 (−θ , P 2 ) = 0,
whereθ is given by (17) . From the first two constraints in (34), we have:
Substituting the latter expression in (35) for µ into the objective function, and after some simple manipulations, the optimal B-FD-SPA solution P * 1 , and P * 2 of (34) can be shown to be the solution of the following problem:
The following proposition is needed. Proposition 2: 1 (−θ, P 1 , P 2 ) decreases with increasing P 1 , and increases with increasing P 2 . 2 (−θ, P 2 ) decreases with increasing P 2 .
Proof: Proposition 2 follows directly from the expressions in (33) .
Theorem 1: The effective capacity of B-FD-SPA is given by: (2)) where the optimal B-FD-SPA solution P * 1 = P max − P * 2 , and P * 2 ∈ (0, P max ) uniquely satisfies:
Proof: First, we prove that P * 1 , and P * 2 satisfy P * 1 + P * 2 = P max by contradiction. Suppose P * 1 + P * 2 < P max , and from (36), 2 (−θ , P * 2 ) is minimized. Consider another feasible solution P † 1 , and P † 2 such that
Hence, we have 2 (−θ , P † 2 ) < 2 (−θ , P * 2 ) by Proposition 2, contradicting our assumption that 2 (−θ , P * 2 ) is minimized. We conclude that at optimality, P * 1 + P * 2 = P max . By substituting P * 1 = P max − P * 2 in the equality constraint of (36), we obtain (37). Moreover, using the monotonicity of the functions in Proposition 2, the solution P * 2 ∈ (0, P max ) satisfying (37) is unique. This completes the proof.
To obtain more insights, we study several properties of the optimal B-FD-SPA solution in Theorem 1.
B. PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL B-FD-SPA SOLUTION

Lemma 1:
The optimal B-FD-SPA solution P * 1 , and P * 2 increases with increasing P max .
Proof: Notice that while 1 (−θ , P max − P 2 , P 2 ) decreases with P max and increases with P 2 , 2 (−θ , P 2 ) VOLUME 4, 2016 decreases with P 2 . Hence, when P max increases, P * 2 increases in order to satisfy (37) . That P * 1 increases with increasing P max can be argued analogously.
A consequence of Lemma 1 is that µ B−FD−SPA increases with increasing P max as expected.
Lemma 2: The optimal relay power allocation P * 2 decreases with increasing β. Proof: Let us define the following function:
By Proposition 2, we can see that g(P 2 , β) increases with increasing P 2 . Moreover, g(P 2 , β) increases with increasing β. Hence, as β increases, P 2 = P * 2 decreases in order to satisfy g(P * 2 , β) = 0. Lemma 2 indicates that for larger β, less power is allocated to the relay to avoid excessively large INR. A consequence of Lemma 2 is that µ B−FD−SPA decreases under worse SI cancellation quality.
Lemma 3: When the links have similar fading distributions, the optimal relay power allocation P * 2 satisfies:
Proof: From (33), we can see that in order to satisfy (37), the links have to have equal average signal strengths. Hence, (39) follows because the terms in the left side, and right side are the average SINR of the S-R link and average SNR of the R-D link, respectively. Lemma 3 implies that when the links have similar fading distributions, the optimal B-FD-SPA solution is independent of the delay constraint.
C. SPECIAL CASES
We study the B-FD-SPA solution for various special cases on the delay constraint and SI cancellation parameter β.
1) VERY LOOSE DELAY CONSTRAINTS
Lemma 4: Under very loose delay constraints, i.e.,θ → 0, the optimal relay power allocation P * 2 satisfies:
Proof: Dividing both sides of (37) byθ log(2) and then taking the limits of both sides whenθ → 0 using L'Hopital rule, we obtain (40) .
Lemma 4 implies that under very loose delay constraints, the optimal B-FD-SPA solution guarantees equal ergodic rates of the S-R and R-D links, which is similar to the case of B-FD-APA.
2) VERY STRINGENT DELAY CONSTRAINTS
Under very stringent delay constraints, similar to the case of B-FD-APA, the effective capacity µ B−FD−SPA approaches 0.
3) ZERO RESIDUAL SI
Under zero residual SI assumption, from (33) , the LMGF of the service process of the source queue is:
The LMGF of the service process of the relay queue remains 2 (θ, P 2 ) in (33).
Lemma 5:
The effective capacity of the B-FD-SPA with zero residual SI is given by: (2)) with optimal power allocation P ‡ 1 = P max − P ‡ 2 , and P ‡ 2 ∈ (0, P max ) uniquely satisfies:
Proof: Lemma 5 can be viewed as a special case of Theorem 1 when the SI cancellation parameter β = 0.
4) VERY LARGE SI CANCELLATION PARAMETER β
For large β, the optimal relay power allocation P * 2 satisfying (37) becomes small and approaches 0 (due to Lemma 2). Hence, µ B−FD−SPA approaches 0.
We can see the benefits of B-FD-APA over B-FD-SPA. For large INR, while µ B−FD−APA approaches the effective capacity of HD relaying, µ B−FD−SPA approaches 0. This fact will be demonstrated in the numerical studies in Section VI.
V. POWER ALLOCATION IN N-FD RELAYING
In this section, we deal with power allocation and effective capacity analysis for non-buffer FD (N-FD) relaying, which was not reported in existing literature. In N-FD relaying, the relay forwards the received packets to the destination immediately without buffering them, i.e., the queue Q 2 in Figure 1 does not exist. Hence, the statistical delay constraint (5) for this case is described as follows:
For decode-and-forward relaying scheme, the equivalent endto-end rate in frame t is equal to the minimum of the rates of the S-R and R-D links [14] , [16] , [20] :
where r 1 [t], r 2 [t] are given in (2) (for adaptive power allocation) or (3) (for static power allocation). The effective capacity of the N-FD relaying can be shown to be [29] :
where the (normalized) delay exponentθ 1 can be derived from (42) as:
The power allocation problems for N-FD relaying are described next.
A. WITH INSTANTANEOUS CSIT
The N-FD relaying with adaptive power allocation (N-FD-APA) problem can be cast as:
It can be seen that the optimal N-FD-APA solution P 
Then, we can solve for P 1 [t], and P 2 [t] . Let µ N−FD−APA denote the optimal value of (46). We can see that when β becomes large, the end-to-end rate r[t] becomes small, and hence, µ N−FD−APA becomes small and approaches 0.
B. WITH STATISTICAL CSIT
The N-FD relaying with static power allocation (N-FD-SPA) problem can be expressed as:
The optimal N-FD-SPA solution P 1 , and P 2 should satisfy P 1 + P 2 = P max . Let µ N−FD−SPA denote the optimal value of (47).
From (43), we have:
Consider the case of Rayleigh fading links. Consequently, from (3), we have sinr 1 [t], and snr 2 [t] are exponential random variables with hazard rates z 1 , and z 2 , respectively, where:
Hence, the random variable min{sinr 1 [t], snr 2 [t]} is also exponentially distributed with hazard rate z = z 1 + z 2 and mean 1/z. Hence, in order to maximize µ N−FD , we need to maximize 1/z, and equivalently, minimize z. Hence, the optimal P 2 for N-FD-SPA can be found as the optimal solution of the following problem:
By differentiating the objective function and setting the resulting expression to 0, we can solve for P 2 .
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. NETWORK CONFIGURATION
We consider a decode-and-forward S-R-D link as shown in Fig. 1 where the relay is assumed to be in the middle of the source and the destination with equal S-R and R-D distances. As previously mentioned, the path loss (including both transmit and receive antenna gains) is normalized to 1 in both S-R link and R-D link. We assume Rayleigh fading links with average channel power gains
= 0 dB, block-fading duration T , and bandwidth B. Hence, the average SINR of the S-R link, and average SNR of the R-D link are P 1 /(βP 2 + 1), and P 2 , respectively. Also, βP 2 represents the INR. For the delay constraint (5), we fix Q max = 3000. In the following, we illustrate the effects of the SI cancellation quality (by varying β), the total power constraint (by varying P max ), and the delay constraint (by varying queuelength-outage probability ζ ) on the performance of the various relaying schemes including the proposed B-FD, and  N-FD relaying schemes (B-FD-APA, B-FD-SPA, N-FD-APA, N-FD-SPA) , and existing B-HD relaying schemes. Recall that, in HD relaying, the relay can only transmit or receive during a frame. With statistical CSIT, [30] proposed and analyzed the effective capacity of a B-HD relaying with fixed link scheduling (B-HD-FLS), where the source and relay alternatively transmit over transmission frames independently of the CSI. With instantaneous CSIT, [31] studied the B-HD relaying with adaptive link scheduling (B-HD-ALS) under statistical delay constraint. In each frame, depending on h 1 [t] and h 2 [t], either the S-R link or the R-D link is selected to be active.
For fair comparisons, all the transmission schemes have similar total power and delay constraints. 
B. EFFECTS OF SI CANCELLATION PARAMETER β
We first investigate the optimal static power allocation when β varies. The results are displayed in Fig. 2 for P max = 20 dB, and 10 dB. Under the assumptions of Rayleigh fading links (39) and (49), we can see that B-FD-SPA and N-FD-SPA offer the same optimal solutions, that are independent of the delay constraint. We can verify that P * 1 +P * 2 = P max as expected. For a given β, P * 1 , and P * 2 increase with increasing P max as stated in Lemma 1. Also, due to non-zero residual SI, P * 2 is always smaller than P * 1 , i.e., for ideal FD with β = 0, P * 1 = P * 2 , and for a given P max , P * 2 decreases (and P * 1 increases) with increasing β (i.e., worse SI VOLUME 4, 2016 cancellation) to reduce the resulting INR βP * 2 as expected by Lemma 2.
With the total power P max = 20 dB, Figures 3 and 4 plot the (effective) capacities of the relaying schemes versus β for two values of ζ = 1, and 10 −4 , respectively. Notice that the performances of the HD relaying schemes are independent of β. In both figures, we can observe that the capacities of the FD relaying schemes decrease with increasing β as expected. Consider the case of unconstrained delay, i.e., ζ = 1. With instantaneous CSIT, B-FD-APA always outperforms B-HD-ALS, which is expected as we mentioned previously, the latter can be considered as a special case of the former. For instance, for β = .03, and .1, B-FD-APA achieves 129.8%, and 117.9%, respectively, higher capacity than B-HD-ALS. When β becomes large, B-FD-APA approaches B-HD-ALS as mentioned in Section III.C. In fact, B-HD-ALS can be viewed as a special case of the proposed B-FD-APA when only either P 1 [t] or P 2 [t] can be non-zero (and equal to P max ) in each frame t. Also, B-FD-APA attains higher capacity than N-FD-APA for all values of β. With statistical CSIT, similar observations regarding the performances of the relaying schemes as in the case of instantaneous CSIT can be made. For β = .01, and 0.1, B-FD-SPA attains 159.2% and 133.5%, respectively, higher capacity than B-HD-FLS. However, while B-FD-APA always outperforms B-HD-ALS for all β, B-FD-SPA outperforms B-HD-FLS only under sufficiently small β, i.e., β ≤∼ .75 for the considered example. The reason is that for large β, the signal qualities of the S-R and R-D links are severely degraded under B-FD-SPA relaying since FD relaying mode is always employed. Furthermore, from Fig. 3 , we can observe the gain of adaptive power allocation (APA) over static power allocation (SPA) in B-FD relaying increasing with β. For small β, the gain is marginal. This implies that we might not need instantaneous CSIT when the SI cancellation is good. In other words, good SI cancellation can save CSI feedback complexity.
Now, consider the case of stringent delay constraint with ζ = 10 −4 in Fig. 4 . In this case, B-HD-FLS performs better than B-HD-ALS as mentioned previously. We can see that B-FD-SPA attains higher capacity than B-HD-FLS when β is sufficiently small. However, unlike in the case ζ = 1, B-FD-APA can be worse than B-HD-FLS for sufficiently large β. Under such setting, while the data needs to be transmitted soon to the destination, FD relaying mode is preferred, but still inefficient (due to large β). Moreover, the capacity gain of B-FD-APA over B-FD-SPA for ζ = 10 −4 is decreased as compared with the unconstrained delay case. This is because the capacity is dominated by the (stringent) delay constraints, and hence, adaptive power allocation to increase the instantaneous rates become less beneficial.
C. EFFECTS OF TOTAL POWER CONSTRAINT P max
In this section, we fix the SI cancellation parameter β = .1, and investigate the performance of various transmission schemes when the total power P max varies.
For comparison, we also include the direct transmission (DT) from source (S) to (D), i.e., without relay (D) in Fig. 1 . In this case, the source transmits with power P max in each frame. The effective capacity of the direct S-D link under delay constraint (5) is given as: Figures 5 and 6 plot the capacities of the relaying schemes and DT scheme versus P max for two values of ζ = 1, and 10 −4 , respectively.
It can be observed that B-FD relaying outperforms B-HD relaying and N-FD relaying under similar CSIT availability assumption. The gain of B-FD relaying over B-HD relaying increases with increasing P max , implying the advantages of the former in high SNR region. For small P max , while the gaps between B-FD-APA and B-HD-ALS are small, the gaps between B-FD-SPA and B-HD-FLS are more significant. This demonstrates the benefits of B-FD relaying with statistical CSIT in low SNR region. In comparing with DT mode, we can see that B-FD relaying outperforms DT when P max is sufficiently small. This is expected since, in general, relaying is preferable to DT mode when the direct link power is weak. Moreover, the gaps between B-FD-APA and B-FD-SPA remain almost constant for all P max and are smaller under more stringent delay constraints (Fig. 6) . Hence, the choice between B-FD-APA and B-FD-SPA depends very much on the trade-off between the required effective capacity and the CSI feedback complexity/costs.
To provide more insights into the performances of various transmission schemes, we consider the statistical CSIT case with ζ = 1 for simplicity. Assume total power P max , SI cancellation parameter β with corresponding B-FD-SPA and N-FD-SPA power allocation P * 1 , and P * 2 . We can derive the capacities of the different transmission schemes as:
From the above expressions, we can see that µ B−FD−SPA > µ N−FD−SPA . Also, that µ B−FD−SPA > µ B−HD−FLS holds true when P * 2 is larger than a threshold, or equivalently, β needs to be smaller than a threshold, i.e., sufficiently good SI cancellation. Compared with DT, we can see that µ B−FD−SPA > µ DT when P * 2 > P max /4, i.e., P * 2 is within ∼6 dB from P max . For instance, consider the case β = .1. For P max = 20 dB, from Fig. 5 . It implies that in order to have µ B−FD−SPA > µ DT , for a given P max , β has to be smaller than a threshold; Or for a given β, P max should be smaller than a threshold. Note that when β = 0, i.e., zero residual SI, we have P * 2 = P max /2, implying B-FD-SPA is always more efficient than DT. These discussions are reflected in Figs. 3 and 5.
D. EFFECTS OF THE DELAY CONSTRAINT
In this section, we fix P max = 20 dB, and SI cancellation parameter β = 0, .1 or 1, which correspond to three different levels of SI cancellation. Note that the corresponding B-FD-SPA and N-FD-SPA optimal solutions are shown in Fig. 2 . We then vary ζ and investigate its effects on the effective capacities of the relaying schemes.
Consider the case with instantaneous CSIT. The capacities of B-FD-APA and N-FD-APA versus ζ are shown in Fig. 7 . We also plot the capacities of B-HD-ALS and B-HD-FLS. As mentioned previously, under sufficiently stringent delay constraints, B-HD-FLS is more efficient than B-HD-ALS. First, we can see that B-FD-APA outperforms N-FD-APA as shown in the previous results, where the capacity gains are smaller under more stringent delay constraints (for a given β). This is because the data needs to be forwarded to the destination with very small delay, and hence, buffer-aided relaying may not be much useful. Second, B-FD-APA outperforms H-FD relaying for sufficiently small β, and the gains are larger under more stringent delay constraints. For large β = 1, B-FD-APA performs worse than B-HD-FLS under sufficiently stringent delay constraints. As the delay constraint becomes looser, B-FD-APA provides capacity gains over B-HD-FLS as well as B-HD-ALS. Under very loose delay constraints, B-FD-APA approaches B-HD-ALS as mentioned in Section III.C and also illustrated in Fig. 3 . We can see that, even for very bad SI cancellation, i.e., β = 1, B-FD relaying can offer noticeable gains over B-FD relaying under neither stringent nor loose delay constraint region with instantaneous CSIT.
Next consider the case with statistical CSIT. The capacities of B-FD-SPA, N-FD-SPA, as well as B-HD-FLS versus ζ are shown in Fig. 8 . As seen, B-FD-SPA outperforms N-FD-SPA, and the gains are larger as compared with the case of instantaneous CSIT. Moreover, B-FD-SPA outperforms B-FD-SPA for sufficiently small β. For large β = 1, B-FD-SPA performs worse than B-FD-SPA, unlike the case with instantaneous CSIT, where B-FD-APA can even be more efficient than H-FD-ALS under sufficiently loose delay constraints.
E. SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
The presented numerical results have demonstrated the effects of SI cancellation, total power, delay constraint, as well as CSIT availability on the capacities of the transmission schemes. We summarize the following main observations.
• Compared with B-HD relaying, with instantaneous CSIT, B-FD relaying is more advantageous. For bad SI cancellation and under loose delay constraints, B-FD relaying approaches B-HD relaying. With only statistical CSIT, B-FD relaying is more beneficial for good SI cancellation.
• Compared with DT mode, B-FD-SPA relaying (for given β) is more spectrum-efficient except when the direct S-D link power becomes too strong.
• The capacity gains offered by adaptive power allocation over static power allocation in B-FD relaying decrease for better SI cancellation and under more stringent delay constraints.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the source and relay power allocation problems for a 3-node buffer-aided full-duplex (B-FD) relaying network under the presence of imperfect self-interference (SI) cancellation. The objective is to maximize the constant supportable source arrival rate under the statistical delay constraint in terms of maximum acceptable queue-length-outage probability. When the instantaneous channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) is available, we have investigated the adaptive power allocation problem (B-FD-APA) for each transmission frame. When only statistical CSIT is available, we have studied the static power allocation problem (B-FD-SPA). Assuming large delay regime, the optimal allocation solutions are derived using asymptotic delay analysis. Special cases on the delay constraint and residual SI are also investigated. Numerical studies are performed to show the performance of the proposed relaying schemes and other existing schemes under different settings. Our studies demonstrate the effectiveness of B-FD relaying to support delay-constrained communications.
